We offer a public-key encryption protocol where decryption of a single bit by a legitimate party is correct with probability $p$ that is greater than $1/2$ but less than $1$. At the same time, a computationally unbounded (passive) adversary correctly recovers the transmitted bit with probability exactly $1/2$.

1. Preface

It is well known (and easy to show) that unconditionally secure (i.e., secure without any computational assumptions) public-key encryption is impossible if the legitimate receiver decrypts correctly with probability exactly $1$. The question is: what if this probability is less than $1$? More precisely, what if the sender transmits a single encrypted bit and the legitimate receiver decrypts it correctly with probability $P$ greater than $1/2$ but less than $1$?

One can say “since the legitimate receiver has the same information about the secret bit as the eavesdropper does, he cannot have any advantage over a computationally unbounded eavesdropper, so the latter will decrypt correctly with probability at least $P$”. This is, indeed, correct. Note however that if decryption is not necessarily accurate (i.e., if decryption errors are possible), then the legitimate sender has an advantage over the eavesdropper since the sender, unlike the eavesdropper, knows exactly what the transmitted secret bit is. Therefore, if instead of making the receiver guess the transmitted bit we make the sender guess the receiver’s decryption key, we may get some advantage. Thus, what we do in our scheme is:

We make the adversary compete with the sender, not with the receiver, in contrast with the existing encryption schemes.

Competing with the sender is dramatically different from competing with the receiver because the adversary and the sender have different goals:

The goal of the sender is to guess the receiver’s decryption key to have him decrypt her secret bit correctly, whereas the goal of the adversary is to guess the sender’s secret bit correctly.

Thus, the adversary and the sender may have different probability spaces for making their guess and therefore it is not surprising that their probabilities of success may be different. Note that the adversary’s guess of the receiver’s decryption key is at least as good as that of the sender (for information-theoretical reasons), but again – the goal of the adversary is to guess the sender’s bit, not the receiver’s decryption key.
We will show that it is, in fact, not too hard to arrange for the sender to have a higher probability of success (in her guessing) compared to that of the adversary, see Proposition 2 in our Section 4.2. What is nontrivial is to have the adversary’s probability of success in such a scenario to be equal to exactly 1/2, which is what we claim in our scheme.

Finally, we note that in [4], the authors offered a simple public key encryption scheme where a computationally unbounded adversary cannot recover a secret bit with probability higher than 0.75 if she uses an encryption emulation attack. At the same time, the legitimate party recovers a secret bit correctly with probability very close to 1. However, in that scheme the receiver’s private key can be uniquely recovered from the public key, and therefore the private key is not secure against a computationally unbounded adversary. This is not the case with the scheme in the present paper; in fact, given a public key, any private key from the set of all possible private keys can be associated to it with nonzero probability.

2. Introduction

We consider a scenario where one party, Alice, wants to transmit a secret bit to another party, Bob, in the presence of a computationally unbounded (passive) adversary, Eve. We allow the legitimate parties, Alice and Bob, to fail with some controlled probability.

The way it works is roughly as follows. Bob applies a randomized (public) function $F$ to his private decryption key $b$ and obtains the result $B = F(b)$ that he makes public. Based on $B$, Alice tries to guess $b$. The probability to guess $b$ is the same for Alice and Eve since they both have the same information about $b$ in that case. However, what Eve really wants is not to recover $b$, but to recover Alice’s bit, which means she needs to recover not the actual $b$, but rather what Alice thinks $b$ is. (Think about a scenario where a customer Alice wants to transmit her credit card number to an Internet retailer Bob. Then what Eve really wants is Alice’s credit card number, not Bob’s decryption key.) Therefore, probability spaces for Alice and Eve are different in general, and by (privately) manipulating her probability space Alice can get advantage over Eve as far as their probabilities of success are concerned. Once again, success for Alice (the sender) is to guess $b$ while success for Eve is to guess the bit Alice wants to transmit to Bob. Note that success for Alice is the same as success for Bob in the sense that Bob decrypts Alice’s bit correctly if and only if Alice is successful in our terminology.

Computing exact probabilities of success for Alice and Eve theoretically can be tedious in general; we denote these probabilities by $P_A$ and $P_E$, respectively. We use the following trick to make computation of $P_E$ easy. Alice will select, with equal probability, between two mutually exclusive strategies for guessing $b$, thus making $P_E$ equal to exactly $\frac{1}{2}$.

Computing $P_A$ precisely remains a difficult theoretical task. However, in Section 4.1 we give an “existence-type” argument showing that there exists a choice of parameters that makes $P_A$ strictly greater than $\frac{1}{2}$, see Proposition 1. Experimentally, the best we could do for $P_A$ at this time is about 0.55, see our Section 5. It remains an interesting theoretical question what the maximum possible value of $P_A$ (as a function of $n$, the interval length) in our protocol in Section 3 is.

Finally, we mention that it is not immediately clear whether our protocol in Section 3 has any practical significance; we discuss this in Section 6.
3. Basic protocol

The protocol below is for transmitting a single secret bit from Alice to Bob.

There are (private or public) functions \( f(n) \) and \( g(n) \) and a public function \( h(n) \) in the protocol below that have to be selected to maximize \( P_A \), Alice’s probability of guessing Bob’s decryption key \( b \). Parameters are discussed in our Section 5.

1. Bob selects, uniformly at random on integers from the interval \([0, n-1]\), a starting point \( b \) of his random walk. This \( b \) will be his private decryption key. Bob then does a simple symmetric random walk with \( h(n) \) steps. Let \( B \) be the end point of Bob’s random walk. If \( B < n - 1 \), then Bob publishes \( B \). Otherwise, he starts over.

2. Step 2 is repeated by Alice \( m \) times, for a sufficiently large \( m \).
   Alice selects, uniformly at random on integers from the interval \([B, n-1]\), a starting point \( a \) of her random walk. She then selects, with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \), between \( f(n) \) steps and \( g(n) \) steps. Alice then does a random walk starting at the point \( a \) with the number of steps selected. Denote by \( A \) the end point of Alice’s random walk. After she does her random walk, Alice moves the end point \( A \) either \( \frac{1}{2} \) left or \( \frac{1}{2} \) right, with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). She then moves the point \( a \) \( \frac{1}{2} \) in the same direction. (This is needed to avoid situations where \( a = b \) or \( A = B \).)

3. Alice arranges all her \( m \) random walks at Step 2 in two groups: in one group there are walks satisfying the condition \( A < B \), while in the other group there are walks satisfying the condition \( B < A \). Then she selects between the two groups, with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \).

4. Alice then splits all walks in the group selected at Step 3 in two groups again: in one group there are walks with \( f(n) \) steps, in the other group there are walks with \( g(n) \) steps. Then she selects between the two groups, with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). If the selected group turns out to be empty, Alice starts over from Step 2. If the selected group is not empty, then from this group, Alice selects one random walk uniformly at random. Let \( a_0 \) be the starting point of that selected random walk.

5. If the random walk selected by Alice at Step 4 has \( f(n) \) steps and satisfies \( A < B \), she chooses the interval \( \{ x < a_0 \} \). If it has \( g(n) \) steps and satisfies \( A < B \), she chooses the interval \( \{ x > a_0 \} \). If it has \( f(n) \) steps and satisfies \( A > B \), she chooses the interval \( \{ x > a_0 \} \). If it has \( g(n) \) steps and satisfies \( A > B \), she chooses the interval \( \{ x < a_0 \} \).

6. Alice assumes that Bob’s decryption key \( b \) is in the interval she selected at Step 5 of the protocol and encrypts her bit accordingly, i.e., by labeling the selected interval with her secret bit \( c \) and the other interval with the bit \( 1 - c \). She then sends the point \( a_0 \) and the above interval labeling to Bob.

7. Bob recovers the bit corresponding to the label of the interval where his \( b \) is.

Remark 1. At Step 2 of the above protocol Alice selects a starting point \( a \) uniformly at random on integers from the interval \([B, n-1]\). We note that, in fact, the distribution of \( a \) on \([B, n-1]\) does not have to be uniform. It can be closer to geometric, say (with points closer to \( B \) more likely to be selected). This will not affect security, but can increase the probability of correct decryption by legitimate party.
Below we summarize public as well as private information relevant to this protocol.

**Private information** consists of:
- Alice’s choices between the options at Steps 2, 3, 4.
- *Alice’s private key:* point $A$ (the end point of Alice’s random walk).
- *Bob’s private key:* point $b$ (the starting point of Bob’s random walk).

Functions $f(n)$ and $g(n)$ can be private but they do not have to be.

**Public information** consists of:
- *Public parameters:* interval $[0, n - 1]$; the number $h(n)$ of steps in Bob’s random walk; the number $m$ of Alice’s random walks at Step 2.
- *Transmitted information:* point $a_0$ (the starting point of Alice’s selected random walk) and labeling of the interval $\{x > a_0\}$ by a bit.
- *Bob’s public key:* point $B$ (the end point of Bob’s random walk).

3.1. **Informal explanation.** We think it will be helpful to the reader if we give an informal explanation of what is actually going on in the above protocol. The core of the whole thing is the following non-obvious fact: if Alice and Bob do independent random walks starting at two random points, $a$ and $b$, respectively, then the conditional probability $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ is higher when the number of steps in Alice’s random walk is larger (with the number of steps in Bob’s random walk fixed). Refer to our Appendix to see how to explain and theoretically quantify this statement.

Now suppose that the number $f(n)$ of steps is large while $g(n)$ is small. Then, to increase her probability of success $P_A$, Alice could have just done $f(n)$ steps and guess that $b < a$, conditioned on $A < B < a$. This guess would be correct with high probability. However, what Alice tries to do in our protocol is confuse Eve and make sure that Eve is unable to guess Alice’s transmitted bit with probability greater than $\frac{1}{2}$. This is why Alice deliberately decreases her probability of success by selecting, in case she does $g(n)$ steps, the interval $\{x > a\}$ where the point $b$ belongs with probability less than $\frac{1}{2}$, in the hope that her total probability of success will still be greater than $\frac{1}{2}$. This is indeed the case under appropriate choice of parameters, see our Section 5.

At the same time, the conditional probability $P(b < a | B < A < a)$ “almost” does not depend on the number of steps in Alice’s walk, so here Alice can have her probability of success only slightly above $\frac{1}{2}$. Nevertheless, we need to include the walks satisfying this condition in Alice’s probability space to make it “symmetric” since otherwise, if we just use the walks satisfying $A < B < a$, Eve might get some idea about the number of steps in Alice’s walk. Specifically, if the points $B$ and $a$ are far apart, then the condition $A < B < a$ makes it appear likely that the number of steps in Alice’s walk was rather large than small. Symmetrizing Alice’s probability space by adding walks with $B < A$ eliminates this problem, but there is a price to pay for that: the difference $P_A - \frac{1}{2}$ gets cut in half.

Finally, we note that the fact that $P(b < a | B < A)$ “almost” does not depend on the number of steps in Alice’s walk is in sharp contrast with the fact that $P(b < a | B < A)$ does strongly depend on the number of steps, see [1].
4. Probabilities of Success

Recall that success for Alice (the sender) in our scenario is, given two intervals \( \{x > a\} \) and \( \{x < a\} \), to guess the interval where Bob’s private number \( b \) is. On the other hand, success for Eve (the passive adversary) is to guess the bit Alice wants to transmit to Bob, i.e., to “guess Alice’s guess” of the interval where \( b \) is. We denote by \( P_A \) and \( P_E \) the probabilities of success for Alice and Eve, respectively.

4.1. Alice’s probability \( P_A \) to guess the interval where \( b \) is.

**Proposition 1.** There exists a choice of parameters that makes \( P_A \) strictly greater than \( \frac{1}{2} \).

**Proof.** Recall that, while executing the protocol in Section 3 (cf. Steps 3, 4), Alice selects between two mutually exclusive options (selecting the interval \( \{x < a\} \) or \( \{x > a\} \)) with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). Denote her probability of success if she uses the option 1 by \( p \), and her probability of success if she uses the option 2 by \( q \). Then \( P_A = \frac{1}{2}(p + q) \). If it happens so that \( p + q < 1 \), then \( (1-p) + (1-q) > 1 \). This means that if Alice switches the interval assignments between the options, then \( P_A = \frac{1}{2}((1-p) + (1-q)) > \frac{1}{2} \). This shows that there is a choice of interval assignments that gives \( P_A > \frac{1}{2} \), unless \( p + q = 1 \) for any choice of parameters. The latter however is impossible because by varying the number of steps in a random walk for one of the two possible options, one varies the probability of guessing in this option only, see our Section 3.1 and Appendix.

4.2. Eve’s probability \( P_E \) to guess Alice’s bit. The following follows directly from the protocol description.

**Proposition 2.** \( P_E = \frac{1}{2} \).

**Proof.** As follows from the protocol description (Steps 3, 4, 5), Alice selects, with equal probability \( \frac{1}{4} \), between 4 possibilities. Two of these possibilities result in selecting the interval \( \{x > a_0\} \), while the other two result in selecting the interval \( \{x < a_0\} \). Thus, any third party cannot guess Alice selection with probability greater than \( \frac{1}{2} \). \( \square \)

4.3. If \( P_E = \frac{1}{2} \), how is it possible that \( P_A > \frac{1}{2} \)? Note that, given Alice’s probability space \( \{B < a\} \), the point \( B \) always belongs to the interval \( \{x < a\} \). This implies, in particular, that if Eve selects the interval \( \{x < a_0\} \) where the point \( B \) is, she will guess Alice’s bit with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \) because for any given point \( a \), Alice selects between the intervals \( \{x < a\} \) or \( \{x > a\} \) with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \).

One might ask here: why is then \( P_A > \frac{1}{2} \)? Since the point \( b \) is either left or right of \( a \) and Alice selects between left and right with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \), then should not \( P_A \) be equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \), too? An informal explanation is: the probability spaces for Eve and Alice are different. There is a good parallel between our situation and a “classical” problem from introductory probability theory: “in a random family with two children, one child is a boy born on a Tuesday. What is the probability that the other child is a girl”? Needless to say, the answer is not \( \frac{1}{2} \) but \( \frac{13}{27} > \frac{1}{2} \), even though it may seem counterintuitive. The reason is that the “weird” condition on a boy to be born on a Tuesday, although is irrelevant to the other child, changes the probability space: now it is not the space of all families with two children, but is narrowed down. Similarly, Alice’s “weird” condition \( A < B < a \)
changes the probability space (privately!), and this happens to give Alice some advantage over the probability of $\frac{1}{2}$. Relevant conditional probabilities are discussed in detail in the Appendix.

We note in passing that selecting the interval $\{x < a_0\}$ where the point $B$ is will let Eve guess, with significant probability (still less than 1), the interval where the point $b$ is. However, we remind the reader that success for Eve is not to guess $b$ but to guess Alice’s bit.

4.4. **Why cannot Eve just “emulate” Bob?** One can argue (despite what is said in the previous sections) that if Eve does the same thing that Bob does, then how can Bob’s probability to receive Alice’s bit correctly (this probability is the same as $P_A$ in our notation) be higher than that for Eve? Below is the computation that explains it.

“Emulating” Bob means for Eve, in particular, selecting her own point $b'$ in the interval $[1,n]$, doing a random walk, and ending up at the same point $B$ that Alice used as a public key to transmit her bit. The point $b'$ may or may not be in the same subinterval (relative to the point $a$) where the point $b$ is. Let $P_{Eb}$ be the probability that $b'$ is in the same subinterval where $b$ is. Denote $r = P_A$, $s = P_{Eb}$. Then Eve’s probability $P_E$ to guess Alice’s choice of subinterval (and therefore Alice’s secret bit) is $rs + (1 - r)(1 - s) = 2rs - r - s + 1$. The difference between this probability and $P_A$ therefore is

$$r - (2rs - r - s + 1) = 2r - 2rs + s - 1 = (2r - 1)(1 - s).$$

If $r > \frac{1}{2}$ and $s \neq 1$, then this difference is positive. Thus, $P_A$ is greater than Eve’s probability to guess Alice’s bit unless $s = P_{Eb} = 1$, which is not the case because the point $b$ can be anywhere in the interval $[1,n]$ with nonzero probability.

5. PARAMETERS AND COMPUTER EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Suggested parameter values for the protocol in Section 3 are: $n = 256$, $h(n) = 2000$, $g(n) = 2000$, $f(n) = 100,000$.

5.1. **Computer simulation results.** With $f(n) = 100,000$ steps for Alice, success rate in a single run of the protocol was 76%. With $g(n) = 2000$ steps for Alice, success rate in a single run of the protocol was 34%. Thus, $P_A = \frac{1}{2}(0.76 + 0.34) = 0.55$ for a single run.

**Remark 2.** To make computer simulations more efficient, one can just select the points $A$ and $B$ according to an appropriate (normal) distribution instead of actually simulating random walks.

6. HOW TO USE THIS IN REAL LIFE

Given that, according to experimental results, the probability of successfully transmitting a single bit from Alice to Bob is as low as 0.55 (see our Section 5.1), a natural question now is: how can our scheme be used in real life? It is possible to transform an encryption scheme susceptible to decryption errors into one that is immune to these errors by using techniques from [2] or [3]. This, however, can increase Eve’s probability of success as well.

We mention that the most straightforward way to boost the probability of success is to run the protocol from our Section 3 $k$ times (every time with fresh randomness), every time transmitting the same bit $c$. If, say, $k = 1000$, then the probability that there will be less than 501 occurrences of $c$ out of 1000 is $\sum_{i=0}^{501} \binom{k}{i} (0.55)^i (0.45)^{k-i} \approx 0.000846$. (This was computed using the normal approximation of the binomial distribution.) This means that if Bob goes with the bit that has more
occurrences out of $k$ than the other bit does, he will recover Alice’s bit correctly with probability at least 0.99915 if $k = 1000$.

However, different runs of the protocol are not independent in this case since Alice is transmitting the same bit every time. Therefore, we cannot claim that Eve’s probability of success will stay at $\frac{1}{2}$. In other words, statistical attacks on multiple runs of the protocol for transmitting the same bit are possible. These statistical attacks would be based on the fact that for some points $B$ (specifically, those that are farther from Alice’s points $a$) Alice’s success rate will be higher than with others. To counter these attacks, Bob will have to be more proactive with his public key, e.g. make the correspondence between his points $B$ and $b$ such that sometimes points closer to $a$ make Alice more successful and sometimes not. This could mean, in particular, fluctuating parameters of his random walk, e.g. using random walks in random environment. This suggestion, of course, is very informal; more precise proposals should be based on more serious probability theory, so we leave this for a future work.

7. Conclusions

- We offered a public-key encryption scheme where decryption of a single bit by a legitimate party is correct with probability $p$ that is strictly greater than $1/2$. With suggested parameters, $p \approx 0.55$.
- In this scheme, even a computationally unbounded (passive) adversary cannot recover the transmitted bit correctly with probability greater than $1/2$.
- We do not claim a practical significance of these results at this time, but they appear to be quite interesting from the theoretical point of view, and we hope that this will help shatter the psychological barrier on the way to unconditionally secure public-key encryption (albeit with possible decryption errors).
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Appendix

7.1. How $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ depends on the number of steps. Let $\alpha > 0$ and $n^\alpha$ be the number of steps in Alice’s walk and suppose initially that this number is odd (to avoid parity issues, although the conclusion that $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ depends on $\alpha$ still holds when the number of steps is even). Let $n^\beta$ be the fixed number of steps in Bob’s walk with $0 < \beta < 2$. Then $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ depends on $\alpha$ as follows:

- When $\alpha$ is very small, $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ is very close to $1/2$.
- As $\alpha$ increases, $P(b < a | A < B < a)$ tends to $P(b < a | B < a)$, which tends to 1 as $n \to \infty$. 

Suppose that \( n^\alpha = 1 \). Then \( P(b < a|A < B < a) \) is the probability that \( b < a \), given that Alice’s one step was to the left and Bob’s final location happens to be between \( A \) and \( a \), for which there is only one possibility \( B = a - 0.5 \) and \( A = a - 1 \). In this case,

\[
P(b < a|A < B < a) = P(b < B) = \frac{1}{2} - O\left(n^{-\beta/2}\right),
\]

or, if we remove the possibility that \( B = b \), by shifting Bob’s end point by adding or subtracting 0.5 with equal probability, then

\[
P(b < a|A < B < a) = P(b < B) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{2}
\]

The probability is not exactly equal to 1/2 due to the restriction that 0 \( \leq b \leq n - 1 \) and \( B < n - 1 \). However, as \( n \to \infty \), the probability that \( b \) is close to 1 or \( n \) goes to zero. As \( \alpha \) increases, given that \( B < a, B \) is more likely to be farther from \( a \), and when \( B \) is farther from and to the left of \( a, b \) is more likely to be less than \( a \). This is because the number of steps in Bob’s walk remains fixed, and Bob is (almost) equally likely have started to be to the left or to the right of \( B \). If \( b < B \), certainly \( b < a \). If \( B > b \), the fact that \( A - a \) can be larger, increases the probability that \( B < b < a \). “Almost” because of the restriction on \( b \) and \( B \) mentioned above.

Now, as \( \alpha \) increases, the condition \( A < B < a \) implies that \( A \) will be farther from \( a \). Eventually, for \( \alpha \) large enough, \( A \) will be outside of the interval \( \{0, 1, \ldots, n - 1\} \) with probability close to 1. The probability of \( A \) being in the interval will be exponentially small in \( \alpha \). If \( A \) is outside of this interval, then \( P(b < a|A < B < a) = P(b < a|B < a) \), Alice’s walk ends to the left of her starting point) \( = P(b < a|B < a) \).

**Lemma 1.** \( P(b < a|B < a) \to 1 \) as \( n \to \infty \).

To see that this is true, consider

\[
P(b < a|B < a) = P(b < B < a|B < a) + P(B < b < a|B < a)
\]

The first term, \( P(b < B < a|B < a) = P(b < B) \to 1/2 \) as \( n \to \infty \). If \( B \) is distance \( O(n^{\beta/2+\varepsilon}) \) for small \( \varepsilon > 0 \), \( P(b < B) \) goes to 1/2 as \( n \to \infty \), as it is just the probability that the endpoint of the walk is to the right of the starting point. If \( B \) is close to 0, the probability is under 1/2 since Bob’s starting point \( b \) is restricted to \( \{0, 1, \ldots, n - 1\} \). As \( n \to \infty \), the probability that \( B \) is close to 0 goes to zero. If \( B \) is close to \( n - 1 \), \( P(b < B) \) is actually close to 1, but the probability that \( B \) is close to \( n - 1 \) also goes to zero.

The second term, \( P(B < b < a|B < a) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} 1/2 \) as well. Here, we consider two possibilities:

- \( P(B < b < a|B < a, a - B \geq n^{\beta/2+\varepsilon}) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} 1/2 \), since the probability of the displacement being greater than \( O(n^{\beta/2}) \) is exponentially small.
- \( P(B < b < a|B < a, a - B < n^{\beta/2+\varepsilon}) \) is not close to 1, however,

\[
P\left(a - B < n^{\beta/2+\varepsilon}\right) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} 0
\]

From this,

\[
P(B < b < a|B < a) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} P(B < b < a|B < a, a - B \geq n^{\beta/2+\varepsilon}) \xrightarrow{n \to \infty} 1/2.
\]

**7.2.** Why \( P(b < a|B < a \) or \( B < a < A \)) does not depend greatly on the number of steps. Consider the two events in the condition separately and note that they are disjoint.
If $B < a < A$, then the probability that $b < a$ does not depend on Alice’s walk, and thus on $\alpha$, at all, since the condition is that Alice ended to the right of her starting point $a$ (the probability of which is the same as Alice ending to the left of $a$) and $B$ is always to the left of $a$ in our setup. Note also that in the sample space consisting of the events \( \{B < a < A\} \cup \{B < A < a\} \), the event \( \{B < a < A\} \) has probability greater than $1/2$ since Alice is more likely to end to the right of $A$ with no other restriction than to the left of $a$ but to the right of $B$.

If $B < A < a$, the probability that $b < a$ does depend on the number of steps in both walks, however, if $B < A$ are fixed, the probability will approach $1$ as $n \to \infty$. Thus, the dependence on $\alpha$ is weak, so long as $\beta < \alpha$. We have here that under this condition, Alice ended her walk to the left of where she started, and Bob ended to the left of Alice’s endpoint. If Alice performed a greater number of steps than Bob, to not have $b < a$, Bob’s displacement would have to be greater than Alice’s.
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